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.,. - Phonon sidebands of excitons in molecular crystals with n&igii~~ sma3 excitation exchjlge intern&ions, in- 
chiding isotopic guest systems, are not, in genera& expected to be pre~o~~t1~ weighted by translatbnal modes 
that are predictable from iM.louin zoine centre (q = 0) ones. Sdme phonon sideband data ofi naphthalene, hexa- 
mcthyIbcnzene, etc. are dixussed and argued to map the extent of the phonon density-of-states as well as some of 
theq+ 0 singuIa#es. 
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In a’pretiqu~ paper. [l]. we have suggested that the 
ihonon sidebands of exciton transitions with negligi- 

:’ bly small excitation exchange interactions, specifzal- 
ly for the case,of guest emission in isotopic mixed 
molecular crystals, are descriied by: 

(1) 
wher&$(w) is tile one&onon c~~tr~~uted intensity,’ 

.$ the zero-phdnon intekity (which is assumed to 
be much larger than the integrated ore-phonon in- 
ten&y in arder to, justify the negiect of multiphonon 
contriiutions) and 
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‘/ ; 
where CS 4 IS an exci~on-p~ono~,coup~g am?& 
tude, depkndent on the exditation f (which causes 
a change in force field) as welI 3s on the phanon re- 
duced wave vector’q and the b&nch:polarization ini 
dex S: It wis further argued that the couplirq Bmpli_ 
tude C$ q-is not expected to’have singularities as a 
functioh of Bnergy’vd tha: t&e s~n~u~~ties of the 
amj$itude weighted hentitysf-stgtes Gf should re. 

:. present the ~~n~~~jes o~the,~.ensity~f-states, g(o), 
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where 

g(w) =‘@v)-l E 6(w-ws,q). (3) 

It was fgrther argued experimentally that for a num. 
ber of vibronic sidebands of isotopic mixed naph- 
thalene crystals the ten or more observed peaks map 
some of the s~g~a~t~es in the phonon density-of- 
states fk:nction, without necessarily being limited to 
q = CJ points, in r&onable agreement with theoretical 
calcuiations [Z] , considering theii approximate na. 
ture, and with neutron inelastic incoherent scattering 
data 131, considering their limitations due to multi- 
phonon scattering effects, in addition to hydrogen’ ,’ 
motion weight&g as well as temperature and resolu- __ 
tion effects, 

Recxxtly, our abpve work was criticized by Rey- ‘. 
nolds [4ctf. He coqdudes that (I) the khonon side- 
&gds on excitons in molecular crystals do not meas- 
ure at al! closely the true density-of-state? but (IX) 2 

function related to some of the Armour zone center 
translathnal mode frequencies. We do essentially 
agree with the frost $ati (I), as we only claimed to 
map son!e singukritie~ in rhe densityaf-states, and. 
pointed out-that the he de~it~~f-stales can only 
be dcrivcd from there by 2 “bootstrapping”technique,’ 
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involving impruved model calculations (which in 

turn also rely on other measurements like Raman, 
infrared., neutron scattering, etc.). However, we dis- 
agree strongly with the second part (II) of Reynolds’ 
claim [4], i.e., that the.above sidebands measure a 
function related to some translational frequencies 
which may “often” be predicted from data on the 
Brillouin zone center (q = 0) translational modes. 

Theoretically, in order to justify his claim (II), 
Reynolds argues that the change in the pairwise van 

der Waals force upon excitation of one molecule is 

proportional to the change in the square of the inter- 
molecular electronic overlap between the members 
of the pair (he admits that to be crude). Furthermore, 
he assumes the transition electron density to be essen- 
tially spherically symmetric (for ~--IT* and apparent- 
ly also n--71* transitions). In addition, he assumes the 
,molecular electron density itself to be spherical (this 
for the molecules: naphthalene, paradichlorobenzene 
and pyrazine). We find the above arguments difficult 
to accept. In addition, they lead to inconsistencies: 
(a) A spherically symmetric molecular electron den- 

sity, in addition to a spherically symmetric transition 

electron density ~ seems to imply not cnly a zero 
eIectron-rotational phonon coupling, but also a 
zero rotational phonon frequency! This is in strong 
contradiction to the observed q = 0 rotational pho- 
nons in the Raman spectra of naphthalene [S] , para- 

dichlorobenzene [6] , etc. which spread up to and 

above 100 cm- l. (b) A spherically symmetric mole- 
cule (and even the real naphthalene, pyrazine or 
paradichlorobenzene molecule, even in its crystal- 

line site) preserves a center of symmetry (with respect 
to inversion) and, therefore, could not have a non- 
vanishing coupling between a g-u electron transition 
(as in Reynolds’ quoted examples) and an ungerade 
one-phonon translational mode (q = 0). Furthermore, 
by implicitly assuming [4] a separation of rotation 
from translation for all q, and by explicitly claiming 
a strong branch dependence of intensities, this un- 
gerade symmetry should apply for all q. This would 

result in a zero intensity for all the one-phonon tnns- 

lational sidebands, and especially for Q = O.‘Thls 
contradicts again the claim that the latter would ac- 

count for the most intense sideband peaks. 
On the experimental side, our quoted naphthalene 

data [l] have to be pushed very hard, so 2s to unique- 
ly agree with the published far-infrared frequencies 

[7] #as claimed by Reyno!ds [4] . These data [l] 

do agree as well, if not much better, with the Raman 
frequencies, implying the importance of coupling 
with rotational modes (which still we never cIaimed), 

and also agree about as well with the neutron scatter- 
ing data and the theoretical density-of-states peaks 
[I] . Faced with 10 cm-r uncertainties in a crowded 
region we did not attempt [l] an assignment. We 
doubt as well Reynolds’ assignment [4] . Most im- 
portantly, we refuse to accept an interpretation which 
implies that the naphthalene structure with more than 
ten distinct peaks derives the bulk of its intensity 
from the only rluee possible nonzero Q = 0 transla- 
tional frequencies (we still believe that some of these 
peaks may be related to essentially translational 
modes). Furthermore, we do have additional data 
[9] to show that our reported isotopic (dilute) mixed 

crystal naphthalene phonon sidebands are very rnild- 
ly polarized. This makes less certain Reynolds ex 

P 
ec- 

tation of “an extremely strong dependence of Cs 
on branch S” (see eqs. (8) and (14) of ref. [l]). ffow- 
ever, we do not exclude, in general, the possibility of 

the existence of such sidebands in molecular crystals 
(but they would not necessarily be our favorite choices 

for a phonon singularity mapping investigation). 
For pyrazine, both “phonon sidebands” quoted 

by Reynolds [4] (57 and 82 cm-I have been demon- 
strated to be artifacts, related to triplet defect origin 
(with different life times and very different tempera- 

ture characteristics), by kzumi and Nakano [IO] . 
The remaining broad, single humped distributio? cer- 
tainly fits much better the densityaf-states and the 
incoherent neutron scattering, as actually quoted by 

Reynolds [4] rather than the sharp peaks he expects 
to match the IR peaks. Moreover, the Raman (by Ito 
[ll]) frequencies quoted there [lo] are (at 4K) 56 
and 86 cm-r, that is, too close for comfort ta the 
quoted 141 infrared frequencies (77 K) of 55 and 80 

cm-r. For paradichIorot,enzene, it is not obvious 
wl;ether the weak and diffuse phonon sidebands and 
the far-infrared data which Reynoids compares [4] 
are taken for the same crystal phase [3, IZ]. In addi- 

tion, the 90 K Raman data [13] (monoclin& most 
likely (Y phase: 32, 57,64 cm-l) seem to fit about 

as well as the far-infrared data... 

*Moreover, they imply thar tha 54 cm-’ pe& is an artifact. 
It was indeed shown s sslch by Bree and Kydd [ 8 1. 
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... s&+&t obtained for behzene ag& do not fult% 
his expectations. The authors of five, recent papers 
on the bei’zene phonon sidebands [I 6-203 aU CO~%II~ 
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